Knowledge acquisition for computation of semantic distance between WHO-ART terms.
Computation of semantic distance between adverse drug reactions terms may be an efficient way to group related medical conditions in pharmacovigilance case reports. Previous experience with ICD-10 on a semantic distance tool highlighted a bottleneck related to manual description of formal definitions in large terminologies. We propose a method based on acquisition of formal definitions by knowledge extraction from UMLS and morphosemantic analysis. These formal definitions are expressed with SNOMED International terms. We provide formal definitions for 758 WHO-ART terms: 321 terms defined from UMLS, 320 terms defined using morphosemantic analysis and 117 terms defined after expert evaluation. Computation of semantic distance (e.g. k-nearest neighbours) was implemented in J2EE terminology services. Similar WHO-ART terms defined by automated knowledge acquisition and ICD terms defined manually show similar behaviour in the semantic distance tool. Our knowledge acquisition method can help us to generate new formal definitions of medical terms for our semantic distance terminology services.